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1.0 PURPOSE

The purpose is to provide equitable and consistent salary administration for all students employed by the university. The plan is to be used as a guide in administering compensation for the student workers classified as Student Assistants or Work-Study Student Assistants.

2.0 DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY

Each department is responsible for administering the plan for the student employees hired in its department and monitoring the hours worked for each position. Departments that employ large numbers of Student Assistant/Work-Study students may establish more structured guidelines on initial hiring rates to ensure consistency within the department but campus-wide equity must still be maintained. Departmental guidelines are appropriate as long as the minimum standards identified in this plan are met and the range is not exceeded.

3.0 ELIGIBILITY FOR APPOINTMENT

To be appointed as a Student Assistant or Work-Study student, the student must be enrolled at California State University Channel Islands and be regularly attending classes during the semester of appointment. Work-Study student employees must have a Federal Work-Study award from the Financial Aid Office.

Employment as a student is secondary to pursuing a course of study. Student Assistant and Work-Study appointments are intended to provide a vehicle for students to work part-time while they are in school, partly to enable them to gain valuable experience related to their educational goals and partly to assist them with financial support.

The enrollment requirements are:

1. Undergraduate students shall be enrolled in a minimum of 6 units.
2. Post Baccalaureate Graduates shall be enrolled for at least 4 units in graduate-level courses.
3. Extended University courses may count toward the 6 unit requirement for Student Assistant employment if the student is enrolled with CSU Channel Islands and enrolled in accredited courses within Extended University.
4. Summer bridge appointments may be made if the student is enrolled for the spring semester and will be returning for the fall semester. In the case of a new student, they may be appointed to a bridge appointment if they are admitted for the fall semester following the bridge appointment.
5. Upon graduation students may work up to the last official day of the academic term. Students who have graduated during the spring term may work through the Summer Bridge period up until the day before the fall term begins. Students who have graduated in December may work up until the day before the spring term begins.

A minimum GPA may be required for some positions.
4.0 TERMS OF APPOINTMENT

Student Assistant and Work-Study student appointments are temporary. Students are paid on an hourly basis for actual hours worked. These appointments may be ended by notification to the student that he/she will no longer be scheduled to work. Termination may be made due to lack of work, lack of funds, or poor performance.

Student employees do not earn vacation, sick leave, or holiday pay. Jury duty is not compensated and they are not covered by unemployment insurance. Student employees are, however, covered by workers’ compensation.

5.0 HIRING PROCESS

Hiring Process for Student Assistants (including Work-Study):

1. Department determines a need for a Student Assistant.
2. The department develops a position description (use the CSUCI Student Assistant PD form provided at the end of this plan) for the job opening.
3. The department submits the position description and additional job information via the Dolphin CareerLink, which is accessible through the Career Development Services website at http://www.csuci.edu/careerdevelopment/employers/, to complete the posting submission.
4. Students check the on-campus job postings on the myCI portal, Dolphin CareerLink, select On-Campus Employment for vacancies, and to review position descriptions.
5. Students upload resume, Student Employment Application and apply for position(s) as instructed by department or submit resume and Student Employment Application directly to the appropriate contact within the designated department.
6. The department reviews all applications and interviews selected candidates.
7. The department selects a candidate to be hired and submits a copy of the Position Description, including the anticipated start date, the employee application, and the “Employee Requisition/Personnel Action Form” to Human Resources Programs. If the student claims to be Work-Study eligible, please confirm status with the Financial Aid Office at x-8530.
8. Upon approval, the department refers the student to Human Resources Programs to complete all necessary forms prior to the start of employment or no later than the first day of employment. Work performed before the completion of the new hire process may not be compensable. A pay warrant will not be issued if the new hire process has not been completed.
9. Human Resources Programs notifies the hiring department when the student is approved to begin employment following the completion of the new hire process.
10. Students must present evidence of eligibility to work pursuant to the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) at the time of sign in. Students must also provide an original Social Security Card for payroll verification.
11. Hiring department removes job posting from the Career Development Services website.

6.0 HOURS OF WORK

When school is in session, Student Assistants may work up to, but normally not in excess of 20 hours per week total in all positions. Under emergency or other unusual situations, it is permissible for Student Assistants
to work up to 30 hours in a week. In these circumstances, however, there should be a balancing assignment in other weeks so that the overall average will not exceed 20 hours per week. When school is not in session due to semester breaks, Student Assistants may work up to a maximum of 40 hours per week, but may not be scheduled to work overtime. Overtime is defined as more than 40 hours per week. A schedule may exceed 8 hours a day provided the total for the week does not exceed 40 hours. The State Controller’s Office will not issue payments to Student Assistants in excess of 168 hours for a 21-day period, or in excess of 176 hours for a 22-day period.

When school is in session, Work-Study Student Assistants may only work up to a total of 20 hours per week in all positions. Work-Study Student Assistants may work up to a maximum of 40 hours per week when school is not in session but may not be scheduled to work overtime. Overtime is defined as more than 40 hours per week. A schedule may exceed 8 hours a day provided the total for the week does not exceed 40 hours.

Generally, students shall be given a 15-minute break during a 4-hour shift, and at least a 30-minute break for lunch during a 6-hour to 8-hour shift. The 15-minute break is paid time; the 30-minute lunch is unpaid time. The 15-minute break cannot be accumulated for lunch and cannot alter the normal work schedule.

7.0 PAYROLL PROCESS

Student Assistants are responsible for completing a Student Assistant timesheet, submitting to the appropriate supervisor for signature who is then responsible for ensuring that the timesheet reaches Payroll on the specified dates published in the Payroll Calendar. Student Assistants will be paid on the 15th of every month. When the 15th falls on a weekend, paychecks will be distributed the Friday preceding the weekend of the 15th. Timesheets submitted after the published dates may result in delay of pay. Please note: Student Employees who work in the months of May and August as a Regular Student Assistant and as a Bridge Student Assistant, should complete a separate timesheet for each position.

8.0 HOW TO DETERMINE THE APPROPRIATE STUDENT ASSISTANT/WORK-STUDY CLASSIFICATION

There are four skill levels of student employees (Skill Levels I, II, III, and IV). Each skill level has a separate salary range. Skill levels of the positions must be made before any salary placement can occur. Departments are responsible for determining the appropriate skill level for student workers that they employ. To determine the appropriate skill level, the supervisor must analyze the tasks and level of responsibility assigned to the students. Student Assistant position descriptions will be reviewed by Human Resources Programs to ensure the skill level is appropriate for the assigned tasks. If it is determined that the skill level assigned by the supervisor is inconsistent with the tasks, salary adjustments may be necessary. Descriptions of Skill Levels I, II, III, and IV positions are listed below. Please note: The job titles used in the examples are offered to provide assistance, but actual titles used by departments may vary slightly.

**Skill Level I**

Student employees assigned to Skill Level I positions work under immediate supervision. This means that the methods of performing tasks are well established and outlined or explained in specific terms. Assistance and/or guidelines are readily available if a problem occurs and work assignments typically involve standardized duties. The supervisor has responsibility for the assignment of work, the flow of work, production level, and provisions of proper instructions. Employees follow prescribed steps and refer unusual situations to a supervisor. Jobs that are
assigned to this class do not require independent judgment, analysis, or decision making skills, and no previous experience or education is required. Examples: Cashier Trainee, Desk/Office Assistant, Games Assistant, Data Entry Operator, Mail Clerk, Lab Assistant, Receptionist, Stockperson, Intramural, Maintenance, etc.

**Skill Level II**

Jobs assigned to Skill Level II work under general supervision. This means that definite work objectives are set for the employee but methods of performing the tasks are frequently left to the judgment of the employee with occasional instruction or advice provided by the supervisor. The frequency of review by the supervisor depends on the difficulty and complexity of the assignment or on the impact or result of the work performed. While the supervisor is again responsible for the general assignment of work, less control may be exercised over the flow for work and instructions given may be more general in nature. The employee is responsible for the results of the work. Jobs assigned to this level usually require some previous experience, education, or specialized skill. Examples: Senior Desk/Office Assistant, Cashier, Peer Counselor Trainee, Lead Trainee, Web Design Assistant, Lab Assistant II, Senior Intramural, etc.

**Skill Level III**

Jobs assigned to Skill Level III receive general supervision, as described for Skill Level II; however, the jobs involve a broad variety of skilled tasks that require previous experience, education, or specialized skills. Frequently, jobs at this level will include the responsibility for coordinating the work of lower-level Student Assistants or the application of independent judgment and decision making. Jobs at this level should be those that require a significant amount of previous education or experience or those that work most independently with considerable authority for independent action. Examples: Shift Lead, Program Coordinator, Web Designer, Technology Support, Computer Programming, Research Assistant, Senior Lab Assistant, etc.

**Skill Level IV**

Student employees assigned to Skill Level IV positions receive either general supervision or specific supervision necessary to complete highly complex assignments that enhance the educational objectives of the department, the student population, or the academic research of the department. The objectives of assignments are defined by the supervisor and the methodology may or may not be prescribed; however, the nature of the methodology or the analysis of the process or results is designed and managed by the employee. Jobs at this level require specialized knowledge and previous experience, or the student has successfully demonstrated the ability to perform the judgment and skilled assignments representative of his/her field of study. The work is neither routine nor narrow in its scope of responsibility. The work is normally matched to the student's course of study at the senior or graduate level and the student is able to relate to students, faculty, administration, and staff in the performance of the assignments. Student employees at this level may direct the work of others and/or may be required to consult with others on- and off-campus. The work may require completion of the project/assignment from the initial concept through implementation and evaluation. Examples: Graduate Admin Assistant, Web Coordinator, Graduate Lab Assistant, etc.

### 9.0 SALARY RANGES

There are four separate salary ranges that correspond to the four skill levels of student employee assignments. Each salary range has a minimum, midpoint, and maximum rate. All students assigned to a given skill level must
be paid between the minimum and maximum rate for that skill level. Student employees cannot receive rates that exceed those listed on the salary range for their designated skill level. New student employees are those who are appointed to positions for the first time. Continuing employees are those who have held Student Assistant/Work-Study positions in the previous semester or are returning to a position after summer break.

### 10.0 HOW TO DETERMINE INITIAL PAY RATES FOR NEW STUDENT EMPLOYEES

When appointing a new student employee, the department should first decide whether the duties and responsibilities to be assigned fit in Skill Level I, II, III, or IV. After determining the appropriate level, the department then determines the employee's salary within the salary range for that skill level.

New employees should normally be placed between the minimum and midpoint of the range. To determine the appropriate initial salary placement, the department should consider such things as wages paid to other students for similar work, the student's special skills, and prior work-related experience. Possession of highly specialized skills or other special circumstances may qualify a student for initial placement above the midpoint if those skills are a requirement of the position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill Level</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Mid-Point</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skill Level I:</td>
<td>$10.00-$12.00</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Skill Level I:**
Under immediate supervision, performs routine tasks which can be learned relatively easily and require only nominal judgment, analytical, or decision-making skills. Previous experience, specific education, or specialized skills are not required.

**Skill Level II:**
Under general supervision, performs routine and non-routine tasks which require considerable on-the-job training and/or specialized skills. Frequently jobs at this level require discretion in judgment and decision-making. Previous experience, education or specialized skills may be required to perform these higher level jobs.

**Skill Level III:**
Under general supervision, performs a variety of skilled tasks requiring previous experience and/or specialized education, or performs work requiring considerable discretion in judgment and decision-making, including responsibility for coordinating the work of a group of lower level student employees.
Skill Level IV:
Under general or job-related specific supervision, completes highly complex assignments requiring specialized knowledge and previous experience. The work is normally within the student's course of study at the senior or graduate level and the employee may direct the work of others, consult with others, both on- and off-campus, and may be responsible for the project/assignment from conception through implementation and evaluation.

Skill Level IV Range
$14.00 - $17.78

Salary recommendations: Initial appointments normally do not exceed the mid-point of the range. Salaries at initial appointment that exceed the mid-point of the range must obtain prior approval from Human Resources Programs.

11.0 PAY INCREASES:

Pay increases are to be provided to student workers only as a result of a change in duties (see below) or on the basis of merit. Pay increases are not provided solely based on class standing and/or length of time in the position. The rate of pay for a student employee should in no way be determined by the source of funds. All student employee salaries must fall between the minimum and maximum of the appropriate salary range. Equitable salary treatment is essential to the morale of student employees and requires that students performing comparable tasks receive comparable wages.

12.0 MERIT INCREASES:

Except as indicated in discussions on classification and promotions, student employees are not eligible for merit increases prior to the completion of six qualifying month’s work in the Student Assistant/Federal Work-Study position. In addition, work performance must be evaluated and documented in writing as satisfactory or above by their supervisor. Completion of six qualifying month’s service without documented satisfactory evaluation should not result in a merit increase. Merit increases typically do not exceed 2.5%. No more than one merit increase may be processed in a 12 month period.

To receive credit for one month’s work, the student must work all of the hours of the regular weekly schedule established by the supervisor for at least two weeks out of the month. Time off during summer or months off as a result of intermittent assignments do not count towards completion of the six qualifying months of experience.

Example: If a student is hired on October 1 and works continuously for six months, s/he would become eligible for a merit increase on April 1 of the following year.
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POSITION DESCRIPTION

Student Employment

Student’s Name:
Department/Division:
Preparer’s Name: Preparer’s Telephone:

Position Title:
Skill Level: Level I □ Level II □ Level III □ Level IV □
Salary: $ /hr
Hours: hrs/wk
Purpose of Position:

Job Responsibilities:

Required Knowledge/Skills/Abilities:

Signatures:

____________________________ ___________________ ___________________ ___________________
Employee Signature Date Supervisor Signature Date